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ABSTRACT

Immediate knowle1ge of results tIKR) and goal set~ing
(GS) instructions were administered to 304 seventh grade
students in a aca1emic testing situation.

Neither of the

indepen1ent variables was found to significantly influence
test results.

Supplementary analyses of the data called

into ierious doubt the actual functionality of the IKR
and GS.

The IKR failed to increase the students' ability

to estimate their actual scores, an1 the GS instructions
failed to alter their intentions.

The possibility was

raised that the testing situation was so anxiety provoking
that the indepen1ent variables were masked. It was suggested
that discrepancies in the IKR literature may have resulted
from experimental procedures too weak to alter the mental
sets of the subjects.
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Chapter 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Historically, knowledge of results (KR) and goal setting
(GS) have been regardei as significant determiners of human
leRrning and performance (Kirby, 1913).

A review of the

literature, howeve~, shows a paucity of research that attempts
to determine the separate and combined .effects of these variables, particularly with chi11ren.

KR has been foun1 to pro-

vide a clearly beneficial effect on psychomotor tasks such as
line drawing, ball tossing, and dynamometer squeezing
(Thorn1ike, 1932).

It has also been demonstrated to enhance

performance on course related material for college ~tudents
(Pressey, 1950) and.on English pluralization rules for kindergarten pupils (Bryant and Anisfe11, 1969).
In study~ng the effects of knowledge of results there are
a VRriety of definitional problems which-must be addressed.
''Knowledge of results" has been use1 to refer to information
gained immediately upon resnon1ing (Angell, 1949), to total
scores reporte1 on previous work (Brown, 1932 and Berglund,
1969) and to scores reported at the end of every trial
(Rucinski, 1968).

Holding (1965, p. 22) has delimited know-

ledge of results by dividing it into eight dichotimous
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classifications (only one branch is presented here):
Knowleoge of Results
intrinsic

artificial

concurrent

terminal

delayed

immediate

nonverbal·

verbal

accumulated

separate

Intrinsic KR is the feeling of correctness that comes to the
subject who is performing a given task.

A person will have

some i~ea of how well he is doing because of his past history
an1 his current interest. Artific(al KR is under the ~ontrol
of the exoerimenter.

Concurrent KR is exemplified by a meter

which records ongoing behavior; terminal KR appears only after
a resoonse has been completed.

KR may be 1elayej for seconds,

hours, or days or it may follow directly after a response.
Nonverbal

KR might be the sight of a bnsketball rolling off

the rim, while the verbal KR might offer corrective suggestions.
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Separate KR is given individually after each response with no
effort to accumulate it.

Holding (1965) suggests that there

is no reason why separate and accumualtei KR can not be given.
Payne and Hauty (1955) have added further clarification· by
suggesting "directive and incentive" as two ad1itional types
of inowle1ge of results.

Directive KR provides the subject

with cues which are useful in later performance, while incentive KR operates exclusively at the motivational level.
A._variety of

terms have been use1 to ref er to KR, among

them are "fee:iback, 11 "information feedback," )'knowledge of
correct resoonse, 11 "imme:iiate kn<?wledge uf results" and "knowledge of score."

Due to the number of terms it is important

to make clear exactly how one intends to use KR in a 'given
,

situation.

In this study the KR variable will be ~alled

"immediate knowledge of results" (IKR).

Immediately upon res-

pon:Hng, the s·ubject will know whether he is-correct or not.
He will not, however, be given any information that will help
him on other questions.

IKR will be artificial because it will

be supplie1 by the experimenter; it will be be nonverbal, and
it will be separate for each response.
The exis·ting eyi1ence on the influence of goal setting
on rerformance has been generally consistent.

Goal setting

has been shown to positively influence erograph pressure
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estimations (Wright, 1906) and numerical cancellations
(Anderson and Brandt, 1939).

It has enhancej performance on

progr~mme1 instruction with a normal population (Berman, 1967),
and on spelling scores with a retar1e~ sample (Warner an1
de Jung, 1971).

Both Anderson and Brandt (1939), and Locke

(1968a) found a linear relationship between goal setting and
·performance.

Subjects who set high goals performed relatively

better than subjects with low goals.

This fin1ing was replicated

on tasks involving letter cancellation, object listing, complex
computation, perceptual speed and addition (Locke, Cartledge,
Knerr,· and Bryan, 1969).
~he influence of goal setting has been most powerful when
the exoerimenter has been able to convince the subject to accept
the assigne1 goal.

Stedry (1960) warns that assigning goals

after a·subject has already expressed his choice is a weak proce<lure because subjects often do n~t change their intention.
One way to avoid the problem is to allow the subjects to select
their own goals an~ to be classified accordingly.
solution is using a postexperimental questionnaire.

A second
It is

acknowledged that subjects will ~et intrinsic goals.whether or
not they are "instructed to ::lo so.

No effort will be made to

control the intrinsic goals which the subjects may adopt.
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Generally, knowle1ge of results an1 goal setting have
been shown to increase the efficiency of the learning process.
However, the roles of knowle1g~ of results ani goal setting in
academic testing h_ave not been clearly delineated.

Anecjot,'.lly

Terman (1937) suggests that psychological examiners ought to
pause between subtests to offer encouragement to the testee
regnr1less of the responses.

Likewise, Wechsler (1949) firmly

states that disapproving comments from the tester are to be
avoided, and that praise-shoulct not be excessively used because
"children vary in their reaction to commendation from an adult"
(Wechsler, 1949, p. 19).

In an experimental setting, Sweet

an1 R'ingness (1971) used the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Chi11ren and found that while lower tlass· while children's
scores were increasei by IKR, neither mi11le class white nor
lower class black children sho~ed any significant differences.
Zontine, Richar1s, ani Strang (197_2) tested lower socioeconomic
status children with the Peabody Picture Vocabularr Test.
testing cond~tions were used:
ment.

Three

no KR, IKR, and I~R + reinforce-

Neither IKR nor IKR +reinforcement.was foun1 to signi-

ficantly influence performance.

Dahle ani Daly (1972) found

that retarde~ chil1ren's scores on the Wepman Auditory Discri-

mination Test were not significantly improve1 by providing
feedback.
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Providing fee1back on group academic tests has also met
with mixe1 results.

Heal1 (1970) founj that corrective feed-.

back improve::! test sc0res in a classroom.

On the other hand,

Bierbaum (1965) found that IKR was relate1 to inferior performance, while Gray (1968) anj Montor (1970) foun1 no significant
KR vs. no KR differences on such test performance.

Interpreta-

tion of the results of these studies·is c~mpl~cate1 by dissimiliar experimental designs.
Locke, Cartle1ge, an1 Koeppel (1968) showed that goal
setting an1 KR have been confounded in many studies.

For

example, Kirby (1913) told children how well they were doing
(KR) an1 encouraged them to improve on their prior score (GS).
It was not surprising that the children's performance improvedt
but it is ·Hfficult to· say exactly why.

According to Loclce

et al (1968) goal setting is the critical variable.

Sauer

(197~), on the other han1, foun1 data which contraiicted Locke.

Socioeconomic status, s~x, an1 anxiety level have been
s!,own to influence the way people react to test situations.
Sweet and Ringness (1971) found an interaction between SES and
knowledge of results.

Hakanson, Willers, an1 Koropsak (1968)

1iscoverej consistent sex differences in subjects' reactions.
to stressful decision making situations.

Campeau (1968) found

an anxiety level by KR interaction for girls but not for boys.
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SES, sex, an1 anxiety level are all potentially relevant injepen1ent variables for the study of test performance.
Knowledge of results an1 goal setting are two areas which
have been of great interest to psychologists and educators.
This interest has spanne'i half a century an1 has providf'd some
soli1 findings in the area of instruction.

research is to study the influence of
testing situation.

KR

The aim of this

and

GS

in an academic

It is expected that each of the main effects

will significantly influence performance.

It is hope1 that

this stuiy will help to clarify the influence of

in a practical testing situation.

KR

anj

GS

If test performance is

enhancei or hindered by immediate knowledge of results and
goal setting. then psychologists and educators would be well
served to know how.

Page
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Review of the Literature
Knowledge of results (KR)_ and goal setting
studied separately and jointly.

(.GS)

have been

The stu1ies reviewed here have

been selected to reflect work from four areas:

KR alone,

GS alone, KR-GS·to~ethP.r, and KR-GS and socioeconomic status,
·sex, and· anxiety level combined.
KR Alone: Knowle~ge of Results Benefiting Performance.
The influence ~f ~Ron performance has been shown to depend
on whether the KR serves a 1irective or incnetive function.
Ammons (1956) stated that "knowledge of performance affects
rate of learning anrl level reacherI: by learning" (p. 283).

He

was referring to 1irective knowle1ge of performance as typifie1 by a series of experiments carried out by Thorndike
(1932).

In one the subjects trie1 to squeeze a dynamometer

in a sequence of specific intensities.

After twenty-fvur

no KR attempts at each intensity, the experimente~ aided the
subjects by sayi.ng "right" or "wrong", but the subjects were
not told the ~irection of their errors.

TI1orndike re~orted

that his experimental subjects manifested rapid gains.
Percentage correct rose from a mean of 18 without KR to a
mea~ of 52 with KR.
correct fell to 36.5.

When KR was removed, the percentage
Thorndike (1Y32) also reported a
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blin1-ball-toss experiment.

He found that the "right" -

"wrong" KR group 1isplayed an average superiority of 218% over
the no KR group.
The effect of knowledge of results on programmed instruction

has been well researched.

Here again KR is clearly corrective,

and is providing· instruction.
sente~ here.

Only a few studies will be pre-

An1erson, Kulhavy, and Andre (1971) published

two experiments which demonstrated that subjects who received
knowledge

of correct response (KCR) after each frame of a pro-

grammed lesson performed better on a criterion test than subjects who were not given KR •. Eight feedback conditions were
compared on

a

computer based program on the 1iagnosis of myo-

I

cardial infraction. In their second experiment Anderson et al
.{1971) ad1ed a "peek" group.

In this condition KCR was pre-

sented with the frame but the subject was warned not to sneak·
a look at it.

This condition was similiar to arrangements of

stan~ar1 piogrammed instruction and allows the subjects to fbllow
the law of least effort (Anderson, 197u), by peeking at the
answer before he thinks atiout the question.

The "peek" group

di1 poorer than any other group on the criterion test.

The

no KR group along with the "peek" g(oup di1 significantly poorer
than the KCR group.
In other experiments w~ich provi1e peek information,
Krumbol tz and Weisman (1~62) varie·1 the amount of KR on a
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programme:1 text and foun,1 a significant. negative linear trend
between percentage of confirming statements anj errors on the
program.
test.

They faile1 to find any differences on a criterion

Gray (1968) also foun1 no difference on a criterion test

which followe::l fuur KR vs. no KR pretests.

He notes that "a

significant number (of subjects) expresse1 frustration at knowing that they had missed items" (Gray, 1~68, p. 9).

These

studies show that when ctealing with collective KR the critical
factor is when the KR is ma1e available.

If the KR is presented

after a resnonse, then it has been shown to lead to improved
performance.

However, KR might actually harm later performance

if it is made available prior to a response.
Pressey (1950) has 1eveloped a form of programmei instruction which.is of particular interest here.

"Each student has

a set of multiple choice questions, sometimes supported by other
material, a lecture, film, or text., an1 a device which automatically scores his answers, right or wrong.

As an example,

a four alternative choice question is answered by pushing a
stylus into one of four holes .in a board.

Wrong answer holes

are partly blockei an1 the ~tylus can only be pushed home in
the right answer hole" (Annett, 1969, p. 97).

The student is

instructe<l to keep trying until he selects the correct cnoice.
Pressey,

and VariValkenburgh, .Noo.ger, 1 and Neville, .Inc. have
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developed more manageable fee1back devices.

These resoonse

cards provide either right-wrong KR or refer the stujent to
appropriate pages in the text.
auto-instruction~

They call the system adjunct

This system offers the advantage ~f control~

ling for cheating by eliminating peeking.
Pressey an1 Kinzer (1964) tested their auto-adjunct
tutoring device with Ho1lan1 and Skinner's (1961) programmed
text, The Analysis of Behavior.
used.

Five groups of subjects were

Group 1 was a control group which was given the criterion

test without having rea:1 the text.

The other groups either

followed the Hollan1 and S~inner proce1ure, reaj a succinct
statement 1evelope1 by the experimenters, rea1 Hollani an1
Skinner with all the answers provi1e1, or read the succinct
statement an1 answere:"l fifteen auto-instructiun questions.

The

study founi that the Hollan1 and Skinner suggested procedure
took longer an1 taught less than t.he auto-i.nstructional technique
as measure1 on an essay type criterio~ test.

Dowell, Gurney,

an1 Norris (1956) demonstrate how the auto-instructional ievices
have been use1 by the Air Force to teach electrical trouble
shooting.

Finally, the influence of IKR was teste1 by Montor

(1970) usirig Navy Midshipmen.

IKR was provide~ to one half of

the subjects via Pressey type response car1s.

The correct

answers were rea1 to all the subjects upon completion of each
of twelve quizzes.

The performance curves for the two groups
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were remarkably similiar.

There was no difference between

average scores on the criterion test given three weeks later.
In a widely quote·i study Kaess an'l Zeaman (1960) stuiied
the.use of a Pressey punchboard by varying the number of alternative resoonses on a multiple choice exercise.

One group was

forcei to make the correct choice by being offered only one
selection,· a secon~ group was offered two alternatives, and
so on up tq five.

There was also a

11

5 alternatives 1' group

which was not ·given knowledge of correct response.

Learning

was measu;ed by parallel forms of the original five choice
test.

The groups' learning curves differed greatly.

The group

which was offeren only one selection learne~ the fastest.

Each

of the other g~ou·ps followed according to the number of alter·natives· originally offered.

The five alternative, no· KR·group

demonstrate1 the slowest learning.

Kaess and Zeaman interpret

these fin1ings to mean that when ~ubjects responi incorrectly,
they have in a sense learne1 the wrong answer.
when KR is.eventually provided.

This is so even

It is strongest, however, when

no KR is provided.

The result of this false learning is that

it must be undone.

Relearning takes time and is reflected in

the learning curves.
Karraker (1967) continued this line of research when he
studied a group of college freshman •. Sume of them were exposed
to a multiple choice pretest with KR: a secon! group was given
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the same test but without KR; .and a third group 1i1 not take the
pretest.

On a complP.tion type criterion test, the "pretest but

n~ K~' subjects recalled. significantly more plausible-butincorrect alternatives than either other group.

The aut~or also

discussed the fact that the KR group ii1 not recall the faulty
alternatives.

This was interprete1 to mean that as lung as KR

is provi1e1, multiole choice items can be made part of programmed
instruction.
School room experiments have attempted to 1emonstrate the
importance of KR on retention.

In studies of this type KR serves

a directive function since the KR provides instruction which is
measured later.

Frase (1967) assigned prose material anrt reten-

tion questions to college students.

Uron finishing the assign- ._

ment, the subjects were reteste1 on the· retention items.

Sub-

jects who were provide1 with KR 1uring the task performe1 significantly better than subjects who ~ere not given KR.

Angell

(1949) gave three mid-term quizzes to college freshman chemistry
students.

The experimental group was given imme1iate knowledge

of results (IKR) by punchboards while the control group was
teste1 with stan:1ar1 IBM answer sheets.

The author 1iJ not

compare the quiz grades of the two groups.

On the final exam

the !KR group out performe1 the no !KR group.
In a similiar study Paige (1966) investigated eighth grade
stu1ents who spent four weeks learning a new numeration system.
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Duri.ng this perio1 four quizzes· and one test were given.

Half

of the stu1ents received KR when they han1e:i in their work.

The

KR was provi1e1 by a special carbun treate1 answer sheet which
showed both the student's response an1 the correct an~wer.
Unfortunately quiz _scores were not reporte::i.

The criterion test

was given three weeks later, an1 on it the KR group significantly
out. performed the no KR group.
Experiments have been carrie<i out \,·hich cornparei two tyoes
of corrective KR.

These studies determined whether giving right-

wrong·iR was as powerful as giving KR plus corrective instruction.
Travers, Van Wagenen, HaygQod, and McCormick (1964) taught fourth,
fifth, and sixth graders German vocabulary words.

Half of the

children were directly involve1 in responding to the flash cards.
The experimenter taught by: (1) giving right-wrong KR, (2)
giving only wrong KR, (3) giving right KR and correcting wrong
resronses, an1 (4) only correcting.wrong res~onses~

Groups

1, 3 an1 4 all 1id significantly better than group 2Jand group 1

outscore1 group 4.

•.

Gilman (1969) stuiie1 a comouter assisted

program clealing with basic science conceots.

He founi that

telling a student what the correct answer shouli be or why
a response was wrong, ·was more effective than right~wrong KR.

Ammons (1956) implied that non corrective feedback would
influence performance when he state:1 that "the most com:.on effect
of knowledge of performance is to increase motivation" (p. 285).
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If KR were non corrective, increases in performance associate1
with KR wou11 be incentive related.
was foun1 by Hurlock (1925).
to gra1e school children.
reteste1 four times alone.

Such a motivational effect

She gave a series of math tests

The control group was tested and
The experimental groups were placed

together anj systematically praised, reproved, or ignored.
These comments were not contingent unon anything the chil1ren
did.

'•

The results indicate1 that the praised children gaine1

the most, then came the reprove1, the ignored, and control
groups.

These differences ·were exaggerated when the chil1ren

were nivi1ed into superior, average, an1 inferior ability groups.
The effect of the verbal incentives was greatest for the inferior students.

Manzer (1935) also foun1 a clearly motivational

effect. He.testedli8 subjects for fifty trials on a han'l dynamometer~ and found that provi1ing knowledge of output resulted
in a su11en surge in muscular work.
Flook and Saggar (1968) an1 Means an1 Means (1971)

found

that giving subjects knowle1ge of scores on aptitude tests in.

.

ftuenced subseouent academic performance.

Since aptituje tests

have no corrective influence on future aca1emic performance,·
their impact was motivational. Flook an1 Saggar (1968) gave
intelligence, aptitude, and personality tests to first year
engineering students.

Two matcher! groups were forme1 with the
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experimental group being given scores from the tests in a
truthful but P.ncouraging manner.

The control subjects were not

giYen their scores, but were granted a personal interview to
cdotrol for any motivation 1ue to the attention.

At the enj

of the year, the group given KR had out performed the no KR
group.

When the groups were subrtivided by achievement into

thirds, it was foun1 that the influence of KR was greatest for
the lowest third of the class.
Means and Means (1971) gave

a

psychology class a phoney

"aptitude test for a:1olescent psychology."

They then divided

the stu1ents into high grade 1-1oint average (GPA) and low GPA
groups.

During an in1ivi1ual conference held later in these-

mester, the stu1ents were given ranjomly assigned KR.

They

were tolj either that they had high aptitu1e for the course,
low aptitude for the course, or the topic w~s not brought uo
and nothing about antitu1e was discusse1.
action be~ween GPA and "apti tu1e" ·scores

A significant interh1

as f nun1 with high

GPA students who had been ass~gnej low scores doing better than
high GPA students who had been give~ high scores.

Low GPA

stu1ents assigne1 low scores tended to do worse than low GPA
stu1ents assigne1 high scores.

While .these results iniicated

that incentive KR influenced later performance, the relationship between knowle1ge of aptitu1e ani performance seemed to
be confounJed by abilit~ levP.1.
The influence of incentive KR on ongoing test performance
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was investigate1 by Morgan and Morgan (1935) when they studied
a self-scoring testing technique which provi·1ed IKR.

Two

groups of intro1uctory psychology students were given a truefalse test four times with or without KR.

Since these tests

were given over two semesters, ~hey presumably did not count
towar1 a graie.
twoce:

In this stu1y the influence of KR was measured

first as an incentive influencing immediate performance,

then as a 6orrective ~gen influencing subsequent performance.
The secon~ measure yielded clearer results.

Although the groups

did not Jiffer significantiy"on the initial test, they did differ
significantly on each subsequent retest.

KR was thus founi to

be in~tructive as reiat~d to subsequent performance but not as
relating to ongoing perf0~mance.

In a similiar study Heald

(1970) divirle1 education stu1ents ·into three KR groups.

Stu-

dents in the first group (KR-R) ha1 correct resr.onses confirmed,
an1 were referred to an aorr~priate page iri the text to
reme1iate incorrect responses.

Stu1ents in the second group

(KR) learne1 immediately whether-their answers were right or
wrung but no corrective passag~s were suggeste1.

Students in

the control group (C) rece~vetl a standard multiple choice
answer sheet but no corrective rea11ng suggestions were offered.
Hea11 foun1 on a midterm that countei toward the course gra1e,
that the KR-R group significantly outscorei'the C grour.

The

KR group aopearei to outscore the C grouo though not significantly.
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On a retest both KR-R an1 KR groups OPrformed significantly

better than the no KR control group.

A problem with this

stu<ly was that in their reme1ial text assignments the KR-R
group may well have learnei su·mething which ai::ied them in other
questions.

A secon1 problem was that careful examination of

Heald's questions revealei possible crossover between items.
Thus knovdng the answer to one question may have directe·1 a
stu1ent toward correctly answering another.

If there was

information crossover, the KR becomes informational rather than
motivational •.
The sturHes re.vi~wen 1emonstrate that 1irective KR has
oroven helpful in (1) increasing nsychomotor accuracy, (2)
increasing muscular motivation, (3) improving retention in
. · programrne1 instruction, an1 (4) improving scores on related
criterion measures.

There was also a suggestion that incentive

KR alone might assist subjects in ~ngoing test performance,
but that such KR must be checked to be sure that it is non corrective.

Knowle~ge of cor~ect response- which was ma~e available

before the subject respon1ed was shown to netract from performance on a later test.

Such knowle1ge off ererl the students

an opportunity to complete the requirements of the lesson
without putting forth. much effort.
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KR Alone:

Imme~iate Knowle1ge of Results Relating to

Inferior Performance.

Evidence of situations where KR hurts

performance is not extensive.

Some researchers have found,

however, that imme1iate KR is harmful compare1 to 1elaye1 KR.
Brackbill, Wagner, and Wilson (1964) investigated 1ifferences
between performance scores influenced by immediate KR (IKR)
and ten seconds delayed KR.

The dependent variable studiej was

acquisition of French vocabulary wor1s by third grade b6ys.
The fin1ings were ·that subjects who received IKR retained fewer
French wor1s than subjects ·who ha1 ten second deal yed KR.

The

retention measures were ma1e one, anii seven days after the two
learning sessions.

Sassenrath and Yonge (1Y68) compared the

influence of ~iving. KR as s~on as the task, sixty-four psychology questions, was· completed with delaying such information
for· one day.

Although no significant group 1ifferences appeared

in performance tanped ·during or im_me1iate·ly after the program,
the delay KR group showed significant improvement over the
immediate KR group on a test given five days later.
Gutherie (1971) stu1ie1 IKR vs. delayed KR an1 foun1
similiar results.

His subjects were college students who read

academic tyne passages an1 took a completion test (not for
creiit).

While one group of subjects got no KR, another group

was ~iven IKR, an1 a thir1 group received·twenty second
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delayed KR.

Retention tests were given either as soon as the

subject~ finishe1 rea~ing the nassages or eight an1 a half minutes later.

The 1elayed KR group retained significantly more

than the IKR subjects.

Both of the KR groups scored signifi-

cantly higher than the no. KR group.

Gutherie was also interested

in assesing the influence of KR on motivation.

His 1epen1ent

variable was the amount of time subjects would continue reading
passages similiar to those they had just completed.

He found

that IKR subjects rea~ significantly longer than jelayed KR
subjects.

However, he founn no idfference in his motivational
/

index between the no KR an1 delayed KR subjects.

Gutherie notes

somewhat circularly, that subjects receiving !KR felt positive
affect when given iKR, an1 that affect became associated with
the passages.

Thus when similiar passages were presente1 to

them, they read with interest.

Negative feelings causei by

delayed KR cause1 those subjects to more·quickly put aside
thier continuation passage.

The no KR group was reported as

being somewhere in between.
An 1 instructional

program dealing with military justice

was used by Sullivan, Baker, and Schutz (1967) to study the
relationship between IKR an1 performance.

During the course of

instruction, eleven mastery quizzes provi1ed either IKR of
no KR.

The no KR con1ition resulte·1 in significantly higher
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mastery scores an1 slightly (but not significantly) higher
criterion test scores.

These aut~ors explained the differehces

by noting that subjects in the !KR con1ition used the mastery
test for instructive purposes.

It is apparent that these sub-

jects fuun1 it easier to learn ~y answering questions and receivin~ feedback than by reajing and studying the text.
Clark an1 Gree_nbery (1971) argue that KR theoretically
hurts performance when the 1epen1ent variable being studied is
stimulus recongition memory.

A

positive response to one of the

distracting stimuli which 1s familiar but not part of the
stimulus list just ~emorize1 results in corrective KR.

Such a

failure causes the subject to adopt a careful attitu1e an1 to
set hi~her rerorting limits.

To make matters worse, when the

KR subject fails to report a stimulus, he finis out that he is
wrong.

This type of a failure causes him to guess more freely

an1 to lower his reporting limits _on subsequent trials.

The

net result is a wi1e variation in cirterion reporting limits
which causes a oerformance 1ecriment.

These experimenters

studie1 thrity-two college stu1ents memorizing eighteen
consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) trigrams.

Subjects were given

three recognition test on which they had to ~istinguish previously
learner\ trigrams an1 distracting "new" unes.· The subjects were
1ivide1 into KR vs. no KR, stressful directions vs.
ful directions.

nonstress-

The results in1icated that KR significantly
'
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hindere1 the performance.

When results of the stress indicator

(an a•jjective checklist) were included the findings became even
clearer.

"Stresse1 subjects given knowle·1ge of results were

much more anxious than were the remaining groups.

It is par-

ticularly instructive to ~ontrast the performance measures of
the highly anxious stressed/ knowle1ge of results group with
those of the less anxious tiqstresse~ / no knowledge of results
group.

According to the Stu,1entize:1 range statistic O'iiner,

1962), both _1' ( the memory score) an~·Lx (the reporting limit)
are significantly lower for the stresse1 / knowle1ge of results
group ••• " (Clark and Greenberg, p. 44).
Recently Strang (1972) explorej two independent variables:
test vs. exercise ani IKR vs. no IKR orr influencing recognition
on a light monitoring task.

An

a posteriori analysis revealed

that IKR complete with "test" task definition harme1 the performance of potentially high scorers.
Bierbaum (1965) studied ~he effects of imme1iate knowlejge
of performance on multiple choice test accuracy.

College stu-

dents served as subJecits··and scores on an examination that
counted toward the final gra1e in a general psychology course
constituted the 1e.pen1ent variable.

To control variability,

each subject receiven half of the test under the IKR condition
an<l half the test under the no KR con~ition.

Group 1 had KR
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on the first part of the exqm, while grouo 2 had KR on the
secon1 part.

The experimental finiings were that IKR scores

were significantly lower than no KR scores.

Anecdotally

subjects reporte1 that they felt under pressure in the IKR
con1ition.
Results similiar to Bierbaum's were founi by Strang and
Rust (1973).

In a 2 x 2 ".iesign, college·stu:ients were 1ivide:1

into KR vs. no KR an1 test vs. exercise groups.
took part A of the.test un1er no IKR conditions.

All subjects
These scores

were use1 as a covariate iri the analysis of part B scores.

It

was foun1 that significantly more errors were ma1e by subjects
in the IKR conditions.

Students in the test conjitions took

significantly longer to take part B.

On a nervuusness ques-

tionnaire, both presenting the task as a test an1 giving !KR
were signficantly related to increased ner~ousness.

The authors

conclude~ that using immediate fe~dback in assessment must be
questioned.
It woul1 anpear then that in some situations KR accelerates
performance, while in others it.1enresses performance.

To

aPoroach this 1iscrepancy IKR must be viewe1 less descriptively
an1 more functionally.

If KR is corrective, it will improve

performance so powerfully that it will mask the potentially
important impact of incentive KR.

If incentive KR is examine~

alone, it may be found to actually 1eter performance.
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A

secon1 consi~eration is ~heth~r a study measures the

influence of KR upon ongoing or subsequent performance.
Measures which reflect ongoing performance are more sensative,
and are likely to show motivational influences.
The availability of the KR relative to the response is alS)
an issure.

Stu1ies have shown that in some instructional situa-

tions KR that is always present is detrimental.

To summarize,

while the facilitating i~fluence of KR on ongoing and subsequent performance has been well documente1 in the literature,
the influence

of

motivational KR uoon performance is not fully

un:ierstood.
Goal Setting:

Theoreti"cal Orientation.

Ryan (1970)

aske1 w~ether "intention (along with similiar terms such as
task, purpose, desire, anj goal) is a legitimate an1 ~seful
explanatory concept to be used in psychology" ••• and "if
int~ntion is used as an explanatory term, what is its relation
to other terms and concepts use1 in explaining behavior
(p. vi.) ?"

Ryan answere1 his first question by stating his

belief that:

(1) exr.eriences such as 1esires and goals can

not be broken down, and (2) even if they could be divided

they are still worth studying because they do influence
behavior.
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An attemnt to partially answer the second ouestion was
made by Lewin, Dembo, Festinger, and Sears (1944) when they
investigated level of asoiration (note Figure 2).

1

Last
Performance

2

3

Setting of
Level of
Aspiration

Goal
Discrepancy

New
Performance

4

Reaction
to New
Performance

Time

Attainment
Discrepancy

l

I

Feeling of success or failure
related to differences of levels 2 and 3
Tynical Time Sequence in the Level of Aspiration Situation
, Figure 2
From Lewin et al, 19~4.
These authors assume that setting a goal is an important event
which influences subsequent performance.

They presuppose that

a series of goals go together to make up level of asoiration.
There are two levels of goals:
goal.

the ideal goal and the action

The ideal goal is an indivi1ual's notion of perfection

and acts

as a general context for level of aspiration (LOA).

In some ways the ideal goal resembles Ryan's (1970) "dete·rmining
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tendency."

Ryan used the term to refer to "the carry-over of

intention to later behavior (p. 95)."

The term was necessary

to. describe the situation when "at the time of appearance of
the stimulus, there was no awareness of the task (intention or
goal).

The response simoly came in a sort of automatic way,

an1 the subject was only aware that the response was correct.
In other words, the experience of intention was not immediately
responsible for the react ion (p. 9~7)."

Ideal goal an,j deter-

mining tendency refer to .theoretical constructs which have
develope1 in the LOA literature.
The action goal is more realistic and more data based.
It is measure1 at point 2 on the 1i°agram. Using goal :tiscrepancy as depende~t variables Lewin et al (1944) establishe'.1 a
variety of hypotheses about LOA.

The nature of the reference

groups that the subject is compared with influences his LOA.
The amount of recent success, the ~ultural norms, socioeconomic
background, e~ucational level, type an~ size of incentive,
personality traits an1 in1ivi1ual differences were all.cited
as influencing goal setting.

Cofe~ an1 Appley {1964) point

out that situational factors such as subjective expectancy
of success or failure play a critical role in level of aspiration.
Bryan and Locke (1967a) take Cofer an·1 Appley's statement
one step further when they say:

"effort (or work rate) is
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adjusted to the perceived difficulty of the task undertaken
(p. 260)."

The situation determines· the expectancy which

leads to a goal which influences performance.

But there has

been some controversy over the relationship between motivation
an1 rerformance.

Atkinson (1957) an1 McClelland, Atkinson,

Clark, and Lowell (1953) have hypothesized an inverted "U"
between strength of motivation an1 probability of success.
They foun1· that too little or too much motivation was harmful
to performance.

Eason (1963) studied rotary tracking and found

an inverted U-shaped ~elationship between oerformance an1 the
size of the target which in Ryan's (1970) terms ~as relatei to
goal.
McClelland C.1961) noted that high need for achievement·
(~ Achievement) is positively related to performance (i.e.,
a linear relationship) on tasks which require thinking, but not
on· duller mechanical tasks.

High£ Achievement subjects im-

Drovei their performance on mathmetics problems as they were
lei to ~elieve that their chances of winning were becoming
smaller.

When faced with the same decreasing odds, low~

Achievement subjects 1id more poorly at first and then improved
their scores.

The functional relationship between task diffi-

culty an1 performance depends unon the subjects£ Achievement
rating.
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Bryan and Locke (1967a) concluded that goal setting
mediates performance.

Two groups of subjects were given

different goal settini instructions on an ad1ition task, anj
were found to perform at significantly different levels with
high goal subje~ts performing better than no goal subjects.
Lee (1968) reviewe1 the literature in the level 0f aspiration
area.

He concluded tnat, among other things, LOA influences

perfurmance.

He also cond uded that there wa~ .a linear rela-

tionahip between level of asniration anj ego involvement, an1
that there is a linear r~lationship between goal expectancy
level an1 persistence.
Goal Setting ann Knowleige of Results Studied Together:
ExperimentRl Settings.

Prank (1935) mentioned KR in his de-

finition of level of aspiration:

"The level of future perfor-

mapce in a familiar task which an indivi1ual, knowing his level
of past performance in that task, ~xplicitly takes to reach
(p. 119).''

KR and LOA have been intertwine1 in the literature.

Hertzman an1 Fest1nger (1940) studied the effect of KR and
awareness of a reference group's score on subsequent goal estimates.

A synonym and an information test were administered to

college students.

The subjects were given knowledge of their

scores after each trial.

They were als0 given knowledge of a

reference group's average score an1 goal.

A significant
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influence on LOA was found.

Individuals changed their aspira-

tions to conform with those of their reference group.

Anderson

and Brnajt (1939) studie1 the relationship between goal setting
an1 knowledge of results for fifth graders on six cancellation
tasks.
goal.

An

experimental group was given KR and aske1 to set a

A control group simply repeated the task, looking for

different numbers on each trial.

The experimental group signi-

ficantly outscore1 the control group, ani a correlation of .57
was founi between achievement an~ goal scores.

Dey anj Kaur

(1965) fouhi similiar results in their investigation of lnjian
female graduate stuients.

It is interesting to note, however,

that these experimenters found a drop in performance as goals

-

reached the highest level.
·Motivational techniques ·were ranked in terms uf effectiveness by Ilayton (1948).

It was found that having each subject

set his own goal, and then inform~ng the experimenter was the
most effe~tive technique.

Furthermore having subjects set

their own goal without informing the experimenter, or having
the experiment~r give KR but no goal, were less effective. ·
Die least effective technique was no goal and no KR.
Fryer (1964) studied acquisition of skill in receiving
International Morse Code and reache1 opposite conclusions.
Independent variables inclu1ect KR alone vs. KR with goal
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setting, public expression vs. private expression of goal, low
difficulty vs. high difficulty characters, and exnect goals vs.
hop.e goals.

He foun 1 that when the characters were combined

across 1ifficulty levels, or just ~ifficult characters were
considere1, that the ~oal setting groups significantly out
performe~ the KR alone group.

The other independent variables

were generally insignificant.

Fryer concluded that his study

clearly 1emonstrated a definite superiority for goal setting.
Locke (1966b) reanalyzed Fryer's findings an1 came .up with
a somewhat modifie1 interoretation.

Locke stated that the

level of the goal; not just the fact that a goal was set, was
the critical factor.

Subjects who set low goals did not per-

form differently than the subjects who set no goal.

On the

other hand, subjects who set high goals ended up learning more.
Locke logic~lly argues that the goal setting preceded performance changes.

He 1etermined tha~ in thirty-four of thirty-

nine relevant cases ~ean improvement scores were in the expected
1irection.

He comoared instances where LOA scores exceeded

imme1iate oast performance with instances where LOA was below
prior rerformance.

Locke conclude1 the paper by suggesting that

postexperimental questionnaires be used to determine goal level
of all subjects inclu1ing those not asked to set a LOA.
More important to the present study are investigations
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which use1 goal setting as an in1epen1ent variable.

Kausler

(1959) hynothesize1 that performance on a simple task woulj
inmrove as a result of having subjects express goals.

An

analysis of covariance founj a significant goal setting main
effect.

A second experimental group significantly out performed

the control group but was not different from the first experimental _group.
Stenry (1960) studied performance on Luchin's water-jar
problems.

He varie1 the level of efficiency required for

reinforcement (the number of problems which had to be s0lved
in a set amount of time in order for the subject to g·et pai::1
up to $9.00 per test).

He calle1 these levels "budgets".

In

his experimental groups of low, medium, an1 high, he varie1 the
budget requirements for each trial and tol1 the subjects what
they had to .io to be paid.
budget control."
fact payment.

The control group was under "implicit

They were not informed except by after the

For some subjects goal setting (aspirational

level) was measured before budget information was given.

For

other subjects goal setting was measure~ after they had received
budget information.
tional level.

One thir1 of the subjects state1 no aspira-

Significance was foun1 for both the bu1get main

effect an1 the goal setting main effect.

Imnlicit budgets rated

as more effective than mectium, high, and low budgets in that
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order.

Both goal setting groups out oerforme1 the no-goal

setting group.

The study demonstrates (as 1id Fryer, 1904)

the rowerful influence of goal se.tting when all subjects were
receiving KR.

In a series of experiments Locke, Cartledge, Knerr, and
Bryan (1Y69) stressed the importance of rigorous goals.

Be-

ginnin~ \-Ji th the theories of Ryan which subsequent! y have been
published tRyan, 1970), the relationship b~tween intention
(goal setting) ani performance was studied.

In three experi-

ments Locke (1966a) concluded that the level of performance
denen1s directly an1 linearly upon the level of intention.
In experiment 1, subjects were given KR and specific· goals.
They workei on ·a task of naming ar-pror,riate nouns which could
be mo1ified by a given adjective.

In experiments 2 and 3,

subjects were either given goals, or selecte-1 their own.
the task involve::! namini;; uses for _objects.
treni was fuun1 in each instance.

Here

A definite linear

The relationship between GS

and nerformance was strung anj positive.
A comnlex coordination task was the iepen1ent variable
for a further study (Locke ann Bryan, 1966b).

Subjects were

either given specific goals which t~ey were to reach in order
to be successful or tol1 to do their best.

A postexrerimental

questionnaire was aiministered to check on whether the instruc-
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tions were followe~.

Results indicated that goals helped per-

formance ~n1 that instructions were generally followed.

These

same investigators further streng.thene:i their position by
studying new tasks (number cancellation an1 addition) over
extenjed time neriods~
Bryan an1 Locke (1967b) studie1 the influences of goal
setting on lo~ly motivated subjects' subsequent performance.
Motivation was measured by (1) the number of simple addition
problems· com~lete1 1uring a pretest, and (2) by ratings on a
interest-boredom scale.

The low .motivation students were olaced

in the goal group while high motivation students were tol1 to
''1o their best."

.

.

The goal group was given specific-goals for

each page of problems.

The treatment was foun1 to significantly

influence in1icies rif effort, performance and interest.
L_ocke,. Bryan, and ·Ken,iall (1968) introduced cash incentives
AS

an ~11itional in1eren1ent variable.

Their tasks included

giving uses for objects, toy construction, an1 word unscrambling.
The authors concluded that goals retate1 to performa!1ce an

i

that

when the goal influence had been partiale1 out, the influence
of cash incentive was not significant.

These studies have

stressed the importance of goal setting as influencing motivation an1 performance.
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Goal Setting Studied in the Classroom While KR is Held
Constant.

A few stuiies have investigate1 the influence of goal

setting on course relate1 material.

Berman (1967) required that

subjects achieve increasingly more difficult levels of performance in order to receive points an1 foun1 that ne could shape
the performance of college stu1ents on programme1 instruction.
Point contingencies controlle1 either rate or accuracy depending
uoon the situation that ha~ been established.
Freshman engineering stu1ents with high academic competence were studied by Uhlinger a~j Stephens(1960).

An

intentional measure of goal setting was found to predict performance.

Battle (1966) studie1 junior high students and found

th.at math and English grades were significantly. relate·1 to goals.
Unfortunately,· since these ~tudies were carried on late in the
semester, the results could have been confoun1e1 by intelligent
awareness of marks which contributei heavily to the actual
final gra1e.
Locke an1 Bryan (1968a) correlate1 graje goals, which were
ma1e early in the semester, with actual performance.

Correla-

tions were taken for each subject's easiest course, hardest
course, an1 for a common history course.
fuun·t to be highly significant

(r

= .39).

Correlations were
This finding was

taken to indicate that conscious goals influence performance
in real life situations.
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E1ucable retar1ates from a public school sDecial education
class an1 from a resi1ential setting were given ten spelling
tests to determine whether goal setting was an effective motivator (Warner and <le Jung, 1971).

The facilitating influence

of goal setting was affirmed for both groups.

If it is assumed that goal setting influences performance,
the question becomes, how to influence goal setting.

Gaa (1970)

used goal setting conferences with first to fourth graders.
Three experimental groups were compared.

Group 1 was taught

har1 goals, group 2 aoent the conference time learning about
stu1ying, an1 group 3 spent the time in rea1ing instructions.
The 1epen1ent variables were rea1ing seores an·"! atti tuies

toward rea1ing.

The conferences were found to influence atti-

tud~, but reading scores significantly changed for only the
first and secon1 gra1ers.

The author suggests that students

in group 1 became more realistic in their aspirations as a
result of the treatment.
The Importance of Goal Setting vs. Knowle1ge of Results.
Some controversy has developed over the relative importance
of GS and KR when they are combined.

Locke, Cartledge, Knerr,

an1 Bryan (1969) conclude that "knowledge of results rioe~ not
affect task performance independently of its effect on the
in1ivi'1ual's performance goals (p. i.)."

Sauer (1970>, however,
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foun~ that KR influenced performance while goals did not.

He

also foun~ that KR di~ n0t influence intentions; thus KR operateri in·1ependently of goal setting.

To complicate matters

even further Cummings, Schwab, an1 Rosen (1971) turned the
question aroun1 and found that both KR an1 past performance
influence goal setting.

Schematically the situation is this:

Locke:

KR+ many other things-~

Sauer:

KR-~

Cummings:

~

Performance-~

GS-~

Performance

GS

GS

Past Performance + KR -~

GS

In a second series of stu1ies, Locke and his associates
concluded that goal setting mediates the influence of KR anj
independently ~ffects performance.

Their position was base1

on a number of experiments using a college population.

Locke

an1 Bryan (1966a) asked subjects to perform complex computations
under three conditions.

All subj~cts were given knowlectge of

trial by trial correctness, while score keeping was varied.
The subjects either had knowledge of score (KS) plus goal setting instructions, KS alone, or no KS and no GS.

All subjects

were asked to specify their int~ntions on a postexperirnental
questionnaire.

These responses 1emonstratei that the stu1ents

were generally not assuming the goals which they had been
assigned.

The experimenters, therefore, redivi1ed the subjects
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_accor~ing to their own goals an1 found significant performance
differences.

KS was not foun1 to have any influence on per-

formance except in how it influence1 goal setting.
In a secon1 experiment Locke and Bryan (1968b) employed
the same comr,lex math ·task, but administered intentional questionnaires after half of the trials as well as at the en1.
The results indicated that performance improvement an·1 goals
were positively correlated (r = .57) but when GS influences
were mathematically removed, the relationship of KS to performance was .not significant.

Cummings, Schwab, an1 Rosen (1971)

argued that the influence of _performance on the first half of
the trials was the critical factor.

Thus prior performance was

viewe1 as infl~encing subsequent performance with GS simply
reflecting a subject's past p~rformance.
Locke (1967) use1 KR and GS as in1epen1ent variables
to test for their influence 1irectly.
the task stu1ied.

Simple addition was again

Subjects were iivided into four matched

groups according to pretest performance an1 interest questionnaire ratings.

The groups were 1ivi1e1 into a 2 (KR by no KR)

by 2 (do best goal by hard goal) design.

The ad1ition problems

were arranged in a file box, ani goals were made by placing a
marker car1 in the box.
to reach the ~arker car1.

The hard goai subject was told to try
KR was administere1 at· the en1 of
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each trial when the subjects were toli the number of problems
they had gotten correct.

The results in.1icatei clearly that

hard goal subjects out performed ·the do best subjects.

There

was no significant KR effect.
On the next stu:1y in this sequence, Locke an1 Bryan (1969a)
replaced the do best condition with a specific easy goal condition.

They also· b,:ought intrinsic goal setting under better

con~rol by presenting problems one by one on a spool instead
of using the file box.

Subjects ~ere informed of their progress

relntive to the goal by control lights which were lit between
trials. The KR subjects were informed of the number of problems
attempted on each trial.

Subjects who were·given hard goal

instructions significantly out performed the easy goal subjects
while KR had rio significant impact.
Another study was iesigned to consider the influence of
KR an·.1 GS on reaction time (Locke,. 1968b}.
jects was given no KR.

A

One group of sub-

second group receive1 green light KR

every time they beat a standard ani red light KR if they 1i1
not.

The third group was given actual raw score information

delivere1 by intercom.

The green light -. red light groups were

divi1e1 according to the standarct they ha1 to beat to get the
green light.

One group hai to beat their immediately previous

score, anothe~ had to beat their worst score, while a third
ha1 to beat their best score.

The results demonstrated that
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the raw score KR group out performed the no KR group, the
"immediately previc,us" stan·.tar.:1 group, and the "worst" stanjard group.

The author

states that interpreting the results

as indicating a KR vs. no KR difference would be misleading.
They foun1 that the rate of improvement of the various staniard
groups was significantly different.

The "best 1 • an1 the "im-

mediately previou's'.' groups improved at a greater rate than the
"worst" group.

Since each group was receiving the same amount

of information on each.trial,· the differences could only be
exolained by differences in goal setting.

On

a p~stexperimental

questionnaire it was determined that subjects in the "raw score"
KR group were assuming specific har1 goals.
The KR-GS interaction was further studied when Locke and
Bryan (19b9b) ·studied two kR vs. KR+ GS situations by independently varying KR an~ GS on each of two 1ependent variables.
In a pilot stu1y subjects worked ~imnle arithmetic problems
wi"th knowledge of score following each trial.
trials, they were to minimize their errors.

On half of the
In both instances

the instructions significantly influence1 the performance.

A

full experiment was then carrie1 out whe~ thirty subjects 1rove
a Rambler station wagon around 3.4 mile course three times.
Five denendent variables were measured:

accelerator reversals

(when the accelerator was 1epresse1 an~ let up); steering
reversals (when the steering 1irection was changed); brake
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aprlications; running time (length of triD minus stops); and
trip time.

All subjects took a turn around the course as a

pretest, an;l then were given KR on each dimension measure1.

A

counterbalance1 design was used on the secon1 an1 third trials.
Half the subjects were given accelerator reversal goals first
anj steering reversal goals second.
for the secon1 exp~rimental group.

The goals were rev~rsed
The control group was given

no KR anii simply r:l;-ove the course three times.

The fin1ings

demonstrated the dramatic influence of goals or intentions on
complex motor tasks.
which they set.

The groups scored accor1ing to the goals

Each of these studies un1erlines the importance

of GS an1 questions the role of KR.
Sauer (1970) foun<l contradictory ~ata.

Sauer hynothesized

that giving subjects rate of performance feedback would result
in their settin~ higher rate of performance goals, while giving
subjects accuracy fee1back wouli ~esult in nigher accuracy goals.
He further hynothesize1 that performance following positive feedback woul1 1iffer from performance following negative fee1back.
The influence of goals was also investigated..

Subjec.ts given

goals to perform faster and more accurately were expected to
complete more of the task than subjects who were given no
goals.

Sauer also predictej that goal setting would reduce the

variability betw.een the KR an.1 no KR conditions.

To test these
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hypotheses, 120 college stuients worked simple addition problems and recorde1 the answers on key punch machines.

Each

student was isolated in a small soun1 proof room and given
pre1etermine1 KR.

TI1e basic experim~rital 1esign was a 3 (rate

of performance KR x accuracy KR x no KR) by 2 (.goal x no goal)
factorial.

The de~en1ent variables were the number of problems

attempte1 an1 the number correct.
m~asures was analy~ed.

A

Improvement in both of these

questionnaire was also comnleted at

the enn of the experiemtn to ascertain actual goal levels.
Although Sauer•s results were largely nonsignificant, some
interesting fin1ings did appear.

He foun1 that while feedback

was rel~te1 to performance, goal setting was not.

Specifically,

subjects receiving rate of performance feenback a11ed faster
an1 less accutately than those receiving p~rcent correct feedback.

While KR variables were influencing performance, goal

setting instructions had only an ~nsignificant impact.

A

fur-

ther negative fin ling was that no 1ifferences in intention were
· found to be related to feedback.

The str~ngest pre1ictor of

tast performance was past performance.

A

secon1 order relation-

ship between feedback and goal setting was found when it was
discovered that the influence of informative feedback on within
cell v~riability was significantly greater when no goal had
been set.
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Sauer interprets his findings as demonstrating the importance of fee~back while questioning the position of conscious
goal setting.

Only small 1if fer enc es appeare:1 on· a postexperi-

rnental questionnaire which was subpose1 to· measure intentions.
Negative fin1ings on questionn~ires are difficult to interpret
for it could simply be that the instru~ent had very little power.
Sauer inverted Locke's position when he conclu1ed that goal
se_tting diet not influence performance but rather resul te1 from
performance.
A secon·1 paper which has questione1 Locke •s conclusions
was written by Cuwmings, Schwab, and Rosen·(l971).

These authors

i_nvestigate.j the influence of performance and KR on goal setting.
College stur!ents were again the subjects, and they worked on an
ad1ition task.

The experiment involved two sessions separated

by a short break.

Subjects were given a pretest. an1 then 1ivided

into four groups.

Group 1 was giv_en complete accurate KR;··

group 2 was given incomplete.but accurateKR; the third group
·was given no KR; while the fourth group was given erroneously
low KR.

After KR was distributed all subjects were aske1 to

set a goal for the second session.

It was hyoothesize1 that

performance would influence goal setting.

It was also suggested

that after performance effects hact been partialed out, the
highest goals wou11 be set by. group 1, then group 2, group 3
an1 lastly group 4.

Cummings £1 !!_, using a multiple regression
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technique found that performance 1id influence goal setting.
They also found that the correct KR grouo set significantly
higher goals than the no KR group..
the other KR groups was small.

The 1ifferences between

It was conlcur1ed that KR a_nd

previous performance clearly influenced goal level.

It was

suggestei that these relationships be considered when goal
setting, knowledge of results an1 performance are studied.
Taken together these various results point to the interrelatedness of these variables.

While definitive statements

of c~use an1 etfect ar~ premature, further research is warranted.
Socioeconomic Status, Sex~ an1 Anxiety Level:
Ad1itional Interest.

Areas of

KR and GS are certainly not the only

important variables which influence test performance.

Three

other potentially important factors are socioeconomic status
(SES), sex, and anxiety level.

The influence of SES and KR on

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children scores was stu1ied by
Sweet ann Ringness (1971).

They variei race ani referral sta-

·tus as will as KR an1 SES, but they stujied unly elementary
school males.

·The results in1icate·1 that while lower class

white subjects performe1 better under KR plus reinforcement
conditions than under no KR, there were no significant differences for lower class blacks, mi11le class whites, nor the
unreferre:1. control group.

An

informal pos·texnerimental ques-

tion session revealen that KR subjects were engaging in goal
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setting.

The authors admitted that goal setting was an

uncontrolle1 confoun1ing variable.

They conclude1 that motiva-

tional factors ought to be consi~ered separately in studies
wh1ch involve IQ testing.
Hokanson, Willers, and Koropsak (1968) founi sex jifferences
·when subjects reacted to being electrically shocked by experimental confe~erates who were disguised as peers.
·recovery time was the dependent variable.

Vascular

Females calmed down

significantly faster when they rewarde,1 a "peer" w'1o had just
s~ocke~ them.

Males, on the other han1, recovered more quickly

when they returne1 a shock with a shock.

This finding implies

that there may be important differences between how males and
females respon:i .to stress in a testing situation.
Level of test anxiety, sex, and KR were varied by Camoeau
(1968).

Fifth grajers answered programmed instruction lessons

dealing with the relati0nship between the earth and the sun.
The results in~icated that there was an anxiety by KR interaction for girls but not for boys.

High anxiety girls scored

better than low anxiety girls in the KR condition.

Relative

performance between high an1 low anxiety girls was reversed
when no KR was orovided.

KR in this orogramned· instruction was

viewed as re~ucing the test-like qualities and therefore re·1uc ing stress.
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In general, the literature reviewed points out that
knowledge of results anj goal setting relate to testing and to
each other.

This is an area of controversy, of some confusien,

but of Gonsiderable interest.

The problem investigated in the

present research was the separate an1 combined influences of
KR an'1

GS

on test scores.

SES,. sex, an1 level of test anxiety

were of ·tangential interest an1 were studied in after the fact
analyses.
Statem~nt of the Problem.

Immediate knowledge of results

and goal setting have a. positive influence on skill acquisition.
B1.ucational and psychological literature have acclaimed feedback and goal setting as useful techniques.

Students an1

instructors alike have reoorted that IKR and GS increase motiva.tion in an instructional situation.
formance, however, remains unproven.

Their impact on test perThis is particularly so

when 1ifferent socioeconomic grou~s are co~pared.
Recent work with college stu1ents has suggested that imme1iate· knowle1ge of results may detract from test performance.
When the test counts for a grade, students have reported that
knowing that they will be given results after each response
makes them fell uneasy.

Tests jo count, and do put chil~ren
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under a certain amount of pressure.

How the chil1ren respond

to this situation is a matter of theoretical and practical importance.

The influence of IKR, GS, anxiety, SES, and sex on

junior high school t~st performance
sent study.

ii

the subject of the pre-

A postexnerimental questionnaire will investigate

the influence of the same indepen~ent variables on intention
(goal setting), an1 will provicte a rough measure of relative
nervousness •.
· The .05_ alpha level will be used to test the following
experimental hypotheses.
1.

It is predicted that:

Subjects who receive incentive IKR score lower on an

academic te·st than subjects who receive· no IKR.
2.

Subjects who receive explicit goal setting instruc-

tions score higher on an academic test than subjects who receive "do best" instructions.
3.

Male an1 female subjects score differently on the

Sequential Test of Educational Progress, Science Section.
4.

The type of goal setting instructions that .a subject

receives (soecific vs. "do best") interacts with immediate
knowledge of results and sex when test score is the derenjent
variable.
5.

Goal setting instructions and IKR influence grade

estimates, as m~asured on a postexperimentnl questionnaire.
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Subjects given specific goal instructions and those given IKR
state higher goals than "rio best" goal subjects.
6. · IKR subjects rate the relative 1ifficulty of the
experimental portion of the test (part 2) higher than the no
IKR .subjects do.
7.

IKR subjects rate their relative nervousness on the

experimental part of the test (part 2) higher than the no !KR
subjects do.
8.

Type of goal setting instructions influence the goals

that the subjects report on a postexperimental questionnaire.
Goal setting instructions will result in students worki~g
toward a specific target goal.
9.

Mijdle class subjects score higher than low class

subjects on a multiple choice aca1emic test that counts.
10.

Level of socioeconomic status (miadle vs. low)

interacts with IKR vs. no IKR •
.11.

Subjects who rate themselves as having relatively

high test anxiety will make more errors on the test and will
be influenced differently by IKR than subjects who rate themselves as having relatively tow test anxiety.
12.

Level of socioeconomic status an,1 test anxiety in-

fluences grade estimates, a~ measured on a postexperimental
questionnaire.
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13.

A significant correlation exists between socio-

economic status an1 test anxiety.
14.

A

significant pre1ictor of multinle choice academic

test performance is past performance on a similiar test.
15.

Pretest performance on a multiple choice aca1emic

tesi influences estimation of part 2 score (goal setting), as
measured on a postexoerimental questionnaire.

Subjects who

scored high on a pretest set higher goals than subjects who
scored low
16.

on a pretest.

Grade estimates (goal setting), as measured on a

postexperimental questionnaire.reflect test scores.

Subjects

who have set high grade estimates score relatively high on the
test, while subjects who set low grade estimates score relatively
poorly on.the test.
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Chapter 2
M.ETHOD
Subjects.

The subjects were the entire seventh grade

from the Orange County, Virginia, Intermediate School.

Orange

County is·1ocate1 in central Virginia and is primarily rural.
There was a total subject population of 304 pupils.

Subjects

were olace~ in treatment cells such that an equal number of
males an1 females were in each condition.

KR -vs. no KR and GS vs. "do your best."

The cells were
Aside from matching

for sex, stu1ents were assigned to cells randomly.

Subjects

who misse~ one or both of the testing sessions were drooped
from th~ study.
Instruments.

A

test consisting of questions from Form

4A

(fourth to sixth grade) of the science section of the Sequential
Test of E1ucational Progress (STEP) was the major depen1ent
variable.

The STEP test was selectei because it was appropriate

for the new seventh graders serving as subjects.

The test

was part of an ac~ievement battery which could provide information as to what students know at the beginning of the school
year.

The test has the ability to discrimin.a te between sub-

jects and it has proven reliability (ETS, 1956, 1969).

A
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complete technical manual was available with the test.

The

manual 1emonstrated that the test has been mo1ernized and
revali1ate1.

The science test was given in two parts on

adjoining 1ays.

Part 1 inclu1ed the first thirty items from

Form 4A, Series 1 of the STEP test.

Part 2 was the first forty

items on Form 4A, Series 2 of the STEP test.

The questions on

part 2 were selecte1 so there would be no possibility of !KR
on one item providing information helpful on another.item.·
Three additional independent instruments were used to.
analyze a ~osteriori data.

..

Students were questioned regarding

their sex an1 about their parents'
for questionnaire).

occupations (see Appenjix 1

The occupation information was then used

to -iivide the students into SES quartiles accor1ing to Roe's
scale (1956).

Students were also asked six questions from the

''Test Anxiety Scale for Children" (Sarason, Lighthall, Davidson,
Waite, Ruebush, 1960; see Appendix 2).

The items were selected

because they dealt specifically with test situations, anj were
the kinds of questions that accounte1 for the most variance on
the test anxiety scale (Dunn, 1965). · A secon.:i dependent measure
was a postexperimental questionnaire (note Appen1ix 3) ~hich
attempted to ascerta~n the stujents' goal intentions (question 3)
and a measure of nervousness (question 8).
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Proce~ure.

The testing took place during regular science

periois at the beginning of the school year.

The tests were

administer~d and monitorej by the regular science teachers and
the experimenter who haj been introduce1 as an aide.
The test was introduced as an examination that counted
for s·ection placement as well as for a grade.

The test was

divi1e1 into two parts of comparable 1ifficulty.

Both parts

were answered on specially treated response car1s which were
available commercially from Van Valkenburgh, Nooger, and
Neville, Inc., New York, New York.

Subjects indicated a res-

ponse by erasing a mark associated with the alternative they
selected.

On part 1 all subjects use1·resp~nse cards from

Lot Zll Seconj Series.

The graphite marks cover a meaningless

assortment· of letters, "T", "E", "Hu, and "L.''
The teacher began by reading the following instructions
to the children:
"This is a science test. The test is different from those
which you took last year so please pay close attention
to the instructions. There are thirty questions on the
test. Read each question carefully an1 then select the
answer that you think is best. When you have made your
choice, look over to the little card that came with your
test.
Fin1 the question and the letter of the choice that
you think is correct. Now erase the mark next to the
letter which you have chosen.
You must erase firmly to
remove the mark, but ~o not erase so hard that you hurt
the letter under the mark.
(Then the teacher will demon~trate.) Be sure that you take your time because once
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you have erase1 a mark you can not change your mind.
If you erase two marks, your answer will be counted
wrong. Your score will be basei on the total number
you get right so you are free to guess if you are not
sur~ of an answer. You will have the whole period to
complete this test. There is to be no talking during
the test. If you have any questions, raise your han1
an1 someone will come and help you."
Each stu1ent was given an identicai test nacket which
include1 a cover sheet, test bo0k, an1 resnonse card.

The

cover sheet had the following instructions on it:
"This is a science test. Read each question carefully
and select the best answer. When you have made your
~hoice, record it by erasing the mark next to the letter.
After· you erase a mark, you will notice that a letter
will appear. Different letters will appear at different
times. They do not mean anything. No talking is permitted. If you have any questions, please raise your
hand an·t someone will come to help you."
On part 2 the indepen1ent variables, IKR anj GS, were
used.

·Half of the subjects were provide~ IKR via the res-

ponse cards (Lot Zllb).
uncovering a

11

The IKR directions indicated that

T" meant a correct response while uncovering

another letter meant incorrect.

The instructions read:

"This is a science test. Read each question carefully
an1 select the best answer. When you have made your
choice, record it by erasing the mark next to the
letter. You will be able to tell whethPr you are right
or wrong after you erase a mark. A letter 'T' will
show if your answer is right.· If you are wrong, another
letter will show. Remember if you erase a mark an1 find
a 'T', it means you are correct. Any other letter means
that you are wrong. No talking is permittej. If you
have any questions, please raise your hani and someone
will come to help you."
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The no IKR subjects received written instructions i1entical
to those on part 1.

The arrangement of the hid~en letters on

their re~ponse car1s (Lot 211) was different from that on the
I~R subjects' car~s.
The secon1 in1epen1ent variable was introduced when half
of the subjects received goal setting instructions.

All sub-

jects recei~e,1 part 2 with their names written on it to allow
for in1ivijual instructions which were printed on the cover
sheet of the test packet.
The GS students' instructions read:
"You took part 1 yesterday. That test was gradej. I
have an idea of how well you can do on a test like this.
To be successful, you shou11 aim to get
(a number
20% greater than the subject got right on part 1) questions right on this section of the test. To get
questions right, you have to get about·:
(1/8 of his
go"al roun1e::1 up to the nearest whole number) out of each
five questions correct."
The "fry your best" GS students' instructions read:
"You took part 1 yester".iay. "That test was gradej. I
have an iiea of how well you can do un a test like
this. To be successful, you shoul1 try your best on
this section of the test."
Exoerimental Design.

The study used a 2 (lkR vs. no IKR)

x 2 (goal setting instructions vs. no goal setting instructions)
x 2 (male vs. female) design.

This permitted three main effects

and four interactions to be measurej.

The.score on part 1 was

taken i~to acc~unt through the use of an analysis of covariance
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technique.
The data was then te1ivi1ed an1 reanalyzed.

The subjects

were classfied by their sex, anxiety. level, ani socioeconomic
status (SES), as well as by their IKR and GS conjition.

Four

2 x 2 analyses of variance were performed to test whether IKR
and GS influenced gr.ade estimates, an:i whether SES and test
anxiety influenced test score an1 grade estimates •
. A Chi·Square techniques·was usej to nelineate the impact
of !KR.on perceived item difficulty an1 relative nervousness.
Finally correlations were 1etermined between SES an1 anxiety,
test scores on oarts 1 an1 2, and between grade estimates and
actual scores on parts 1 and 2.
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Chapter 3
RESULTS
The major purpose of the analysis was to 1etermine the
influence of immediate kno~leige of results (!KR) an·i goal
setting instructions (GS) on test performance.

Sup~lementary

analyses were undertaken to test for the impact of sex, anxiety
level, _an·l socioeconomic status upon test score and upon grade
expectations (goals).

Four different techniques were use1 in

order to fully evaluate the various hypotheses.

These included

2 x 2 x 2 analysis of covariance, 2 x 2 analyses of variance,

analyses by Chi Square an1 analyses .by correlation.
Hyvotheses 1, 2, 3, an1 4:

1.

Subjects who receive incentive IKR score lower on an

aca1emic test thRn subjects who receive no !KR.
2.

Subjects who receive exrlicit goal setting instructions

score higher on an ac~demic test than subjects who receive
"do best" instructions.

3.

Male nni female subjects score 1ifferently on the

Sequential Test of .Educational Progress, Science .Section.
4.

The type of goal setting instructions that a subject

receiv·es (specific vs.

11

.10

best'') interacts with immediate

knowledge of results an1 sex when test score is the 1epen1ent
variable.

r
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Table 1 shows the results relevant to these hypotheses.
All cells were reduce1 ran~omly to arrive nt equal cell
frequencies (n = 33).

A 2 x 2 x 2 (IKR x GS x sex) analysis

of covariance failed to reveal any significant differences
resulting from the influence of the three independent variables.
The means for the IKR vs. no lKR condition were in the direction
opposite that predicted.·
Hyp~thesis 5:
5.

Goal setting instructions and IKR influenc~ grade

estimates, as measured on a postexperimental questionnaire.
Subjects given specific goal instructions and those given
!KR state higher goals than "~o best" goal subjects.
Cell frequencies were randomly re1uc·er1 to obtain equal
numbers of subjects in each cell (n = 72).

The hypothesis

was tested by a 2 x 2 analysis of variance.

The data, as

listed in Table 2, failed to support the hyootheses.
Hypothesis 6:
6.

IKR subjects rate the relative difficulty of the

experimental portion of the test (part 2) higher than the
no IKR subjects do.
The

hypothesis was tested using a Chi Square technique

(note Table 3).

The relative difficulty ratings (question 6

on the questionnaire) of the two parts of the test for the
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Table 1
Imme1iate Knowle1ge of Results by Goal Setting Instructions by
Sex, where Test Score on Part Two was the Dependent Variable
Adjusted Means

GS
111ale

No GS
female

male·

female

IKR

14.04

16.04

15.45

15.91

No IKR

14.25

16.19

15.73

13.43

2

Source

X

2

X

2 Analysis ·of Covariance

df

MS

F

IKR (A).

1

65.3178

3.2019

1.

GS (B)

1

33.2546

1.6301

2.

Sex (C)

1

75.5493

3.7035

3.

AX B

1

4"5.3715

2.2241

3.

C

1

1.2417

0.0608

3.

BX C

1

20.6434

1.0119

3.

AX BX C

1

3.0217

0.1481

3.

255

20.3994

AX

Error
1.

F

2.

F

3.

F

.95

.95
.95

(1,255) = 2.72 for one tail test (however, means are

in opposite of the predicted °jirection)
(1,255) = 2.72 for one tail test
(1,255) = 3.88 for two tail test
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two groups, IKR and no !KR, were compared.

Although the

Chi Square was significant beyond the .05 level, inspection
of the table revealed that the jifference was not in the
predicted direction.

IKR subjects rated the experimental

section (part 2) of the test as relatively easy while the
no IKR group rated it as relatively difficult.

Hypothesis 7:
7.

!KR subjects rate their relative nervousness on the

experimental part of the test (part 2) higher than the no
IKR subjects do.
The Chi Square metho,1 was again use:::l (Table 4) to compare
the auestionnaire 1ata (question 8). Although the X2 was not
significant, the trend was in the direction of IKR reducing
nervousness.

This trend was opposite that which was pre1icted.

Hypothesis 8:
8.

Type of goal setting instructions influence the goals

that the subjects report on a postexperimental questionnaire.
Goal setting instructions will result in students working
toward a specific target goal.
The data fai:Le1 to support this hyr.othesis:

268 subjects

responded to the question by saying that they trie1 their best,
4 sai~ that they did not try, and 32 said they aime1 for a
specific goal.

Seventeen of these 32 ha<l received goal setting

instructions; 15 had received ntry be~t'' instructions.
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Table 2
Immediate Knowledge of Results (IKR} and Goal Setting Instructions
(GS) where Grade Estimate was the Dependent Variable
Means
GS

No GS

!KR

29.7

25.6

No I.KR

28.6

26.3

Analysis of Varianee
Source

df

GS (A)

1

84.5000

1.2413

1.

KR (B)

1

30.0556

0.2946

1.

Ax B

1

8.6806

0.1275

2,

284

6°8 .0730

Error
1.

F

2.

F

.95
.95

MS

(1,284) = 2.72 for one tail test
(1,284) = 3.87 for two tail test

F
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Table 3
IKR an1 Relative Difficulty of the Two Tests:
Observed and Expected Frequencies
Part 1
·relatively
easy

neither

Part 1
relatively
hard

Total
140

36

71

33

44.4

68 .• 8

27.3

observed
No IKR
expected

50

63

20

42.0

65.7

25.9

Total

86

observed
IKR
exp·ected

df = 2 p
X

2

134
~

53

133

273

.05* = 5.99

= 6.52* (frequencies in opposite direction from prediction)
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Table 4
IKR and Relative Nervousness:
Observed and .E.xpected Frequencies
more
nervous
yesterday

neither

more
nervous
today

Total

41

78

33

152

34.3

85.0

32.3

observed
·No IKR
expected

27

91

31

33.6

83.1

31.6

Total

68

observed
IKR
expected

2

X

169

df = 2 p, .05* = 5.99
= 3.96

64

149

301
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Hypotheses 9 and 10:
9.

Middle class subjects score higher than low class

subjects· on a multiple choice academic test that counts.
10.

Level of socioeconomic status (mid11e vs. low)

interacts with IKR vs. no IKR.
·cell frequencies were randomly reduced to obtain equal
numbers of subjects in each cell (n = 28).

These hypotheses

were tested by using a 2 x 2 analysis of variance.

The results,

as lis-ted in· Table 5, demonstrate that high SES is associated
wi t_h relatively high test score, but no significant effect was
foun1 for· !KR or interaction.
Hyr.othesis 11:
11~- Subjects who rate themselves as having relatively

high test anxiety will make more errors on the test and will
be influenced differently by IKR than subjects who rate themselves ai having relatively low te~t anxiety.
Again cell frequencies were ran:il,mly reduced to obtain
equal numbers of subjects in each cell (n = 41).
analysis of variance was carriej out.

A 2 x 2

Strong support was

founi for the impact of test anxiety on test performance;
those.who rate1 themselves as relatively anxious made more
errors than those who rated themselves as less anxious.
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Table 5
Socioeconomic Status (SES) an1 Immediate Knowle1ge of Results tlKR)
·where Error Score on Part 2 was the Dependent Variable
Means

IKR

No IKR

High SES

10.8

12.4

Low SES

1·,. 4

17.5

Analysis of Variance

df

Source

MS

F

IKR (A)

1

16.5089

0.4117

SES ( 8).

1

952.7232

23.8127

AX B

1

16.5U~9

O·. 4117

1U8

40.0929

Error

l.** F

.99

(1,108) = 2.75 for one tail test

2.

1.**
2.
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No evi1ence of an influence by IKR and no significant interaction was 1iscovered.

These results are liste1 in Table 6.

Hypothesis 12:
12.

Level of socioeconomic status and test anxiety

influences graae estimntes, as measure1 on a postexperimental
quest.ionnaire.
A median split was use1 to divide the students into
mid11e an1 low SES groups.

Cell frequencies were randomly

reduced ·to obtain equal cell size (n = 21).

A 2 x 2 analysis

of variance (SES and test anxiety) was carried out to test the
hypothesis.

The results are listed in Table 7.

The 1ata

failed to significantly supoort the hynothesis.
Hyrothesis 13_:
13.

A significant correlation exists between socio-

economic status an1 test anxiety.
A high number of the abbreviated Sarason scale meant a
relatively high anxious person.

In a like manner, a high

number on the SES scale meant a relatively low SES occupation.
It was therfore pre1icte1 that a positive and significant
correlation would exist.

A correl~tion of 0.17 was found:

it was significantly different from zero, p < .005.
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Table

6

Test Anxiety Level and Imme~iate Knowledge of Results (IKR) where
Part 2 Error Score was the Dependent Variable.
Means
High Anxiety·

· Low Anxiety

IKR

18.-4

11.6

. No IKR

18.2

13.6

Analysis of Variance
p

df

MS

Anxiety (A)

1

1080.7378

27.5099

IKR

1

32°.4939

o.s21i

2.

1

10.2500

0.2609

2.

.160

39·. 2853

Source

(B)

AX B

Error
l.** p

.95

(1,160) = 3.90 for one tail test

l.**
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Table 7
Test Anxiety and Socioeconomic Status (SES) where Gra·1e Estimate

on Part 2 was the Dependent Vaiiable
Means
High SES

Low SES

High Test Anxiety

27.1

30.9

Low Test .Anxiety

26.1

29.4

Analysis of Variance

df

Source
Anxiety
SES

( B)

AX B

Error
F

;95

{A)

MS

F

1

33.4405

0.3999

2.

1

264.2'J76

3.1612

2.

.1

1.4405

0.0172

2.

80

83.6047

(1,80) = 3.98 for a two tail test
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Hypothesis 14:
'

14.

A significant pre1ictor of multiple choice aca1emic

test performance is past performance on a similiar test.
The 1ata strongly suvports the expectation that nretest
(part 1) performance correlated with criterion test (part 2)
performance, r = 0.80 for 304 subjects, p..:-~ .0005.
Hypothesis 15:
15.

Pretest performance on a multiple choice academic

test influences estimation of part 2 score (goal setting), as
measured on a postex~erimental questionnaire.

Subjects who

score1 high on a pretest set higher goals than subjects who
scored low on a pretest.
A Pearson coefficient of correlation was taken between
part 1 scores an1 part 2 score estimates.
relationship existed:

A significant

r = .32, p-=;. .0005.

Hypothesis 16:
16.

Grade estimates (goal setting), as measured on a

postexperimental questionnaire reflect test scores.

Subjects

who have set high grade estimates score relatively well on
the test, while subjects who set low grade estimates score
relatively poorly on the test.
This hypothesis was tested with a Pearson correlation
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coefficient.
p < .0005.

A significant correlation was found r = 0.42,
In order to more fully investigate this strong

relationship, the subjects were broken into four cells
(!KR vs. no !KR an1 GS vs. no GS) ani correlations were measurej for each cell.

The correlations are listed in Table 8.

The differences among the accuracy of the estimates of
the four groups were tes~ed using the Fisher r to z method,
no significant differences were found.
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Table! 8
Table o.f Correlations between Score on Part 2 of the Test and
Subject's Score Est1mates as Measured by a Postexperimental

QUestionnaire
Immediate Knowledge of Results

IKR

GS

.4911

.3069

No GS

.5604

.3343

Goal
Setting

Instructions

no IKR

r to z Transformation

GS - IKR vs. GS - no IKR:

.4911 vs •• 3069

No GS - IKR vs. no GS - no IKR:
GS - no IKR vs. no GS

z = 1.31

.5604 vs •• 3343

IKR: .3069 vs •• 5604

z = 1.71

z = 1.91

t .95

(aQ)

= 1.96
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Chapter 4
DISCUSSION
The· results of this investigation failed to demonstrate
a significant influence of the indepenient·~ariables (!KR
and ~S instructions) on the jeoen1ent variable (test score).
Thes~ findings must be viewed in light of.the results of
hyrotheses eight an1 sixteen.

These ~y~otheses questione1 the

actual functionality of the two independent variables.

Sub-

jects were asked about their intenti0ns during the test to
determine whether the goal setting instructions actually were
adopte1 (hypothesis 8).
thesis.

No support was found for this hypo-

Regardless of the i~structions, subjects overwheim~

i-ngly stated that they "tried their best."
The functiqnality of IKR was measured when test score
est'imates were taken after the examination to ielineate the
influence of IKR on the subject's ~bility to guess his test
scores (.hypothesis 16 as shown in Table 8).

It was hypothe-

sized that a subject who had been told whether each response
was ·correct or not would be able to more accurately estimate
his success on the test than a subject Who had been deprived
·of feedback.
sis.

However, no surrort was founi for this hypothe-

The subject's accuracy regarding how well he haJ done

on the test was about the same regardless·of the feedback
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condition.

Ad1ing extrinsic i tern by .item knowledge of resu 1 ts

failed to significantly increase the correlation between subject's estim~ted test score an1 subject's actual score.
Apparently these subjects did not use the IKR from the
response cards (obtained commercially from Van Valhenburg,
Nooge'r, and Neville, Inc.) to improve their- idea of how well
they were :ioing on the test as a whole.

The data ·1emonstra-

ted that the IKR failed to be functional.

A v~riety of reasons may expalin the possible lack of
functionality.

Perhaps the stu1ents were not interested in

whether their answers were correct or not.

It was conceivable

that indivi1ual test items may have been so factually oriented
an1 differentially easy or hard that the stu1ents knew whether
they were right _of wrong.

If that had been the case, provijing

IKR wou11 have served no useful purpose.

If more ambiguous

analogy or comnrehension i terns ha1. been use1, they may have
offered less intrinsic IKR an1 thereby provided extrinsic
IKR with an opportunity to have an impact.

It was also possible

that the stu1ents dii not understan1 the iirections anj were
never aware th~t they were receiving IKR.

Since experimental

·directions were read by each stuient at his (or her) seat, it
was possible that the students were unable to understan1 the
proce1ure.

A final explanntion may be that the subjects
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received the !KR, but failed to accumulate it to improve their
idea of how well they.had 1one on the examination.

If the

students' perceive1 performance was below their expectancy
level for academic test·s, perhabs they igno·re1 the IKR to
re1uce co~nitive dis~onance.
The correlation between prev1ous test score and criterion
scote was .80, while the correlation between estimated scores
and actual scores for.IKR subjects was only .49 anj .•. 56 for
tne G~ and no Gs· groups respectively.

Thus one cou11 have

gotten more information about how ~iudents ha1 score1 on the
test by looking at past scores than by asking the students
themselves.· This occurred in. spite of the fact that the students had been given ite~. by item IKR.

It was conceivable that

the subjects had a mental set relating to how well they 1id
on tests, an1 that telling them whether th~y got items correct
or not 1i1 not alter that set.

This suggested an ad1itional

an~lysis which 1emonstrated that stu1ents' grade estimates
correlate1 only slightly lower with their previous day· test
score, r.=
~2. than with their criterion test score.
.
The fin1ings relating to hypotheses 1, 2, and J failed to
.·1emonstrate thnt there was a significant influence of the GS
instructions and IKR on test score·.

If any difference of

psychological importance existed on this task with these
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stu1ents, 304 subjects·woulj have been expected to 1emonstrate
that 1i ff erence.
It was noteworthy that contrary to the hypotheses, the

tren1 in the 1ata suggeste~ that the I~R students did somewhat' better than the no IKR stu~1ents.

This was the case in

spite of the fact that all questions were examine1 to be sure
that knowle~ge of results on one question·wou11 not assist the
stujent in answering another question.

The conclusions re-

garding the negative influence of IKR for college stu1ents
(Bierbaum, 1968; Strang and Rust, 1973) did not·appear to
apply in the current experiment.

In fact the evidence from

the postex~erimental questionnaire indicated that the IKR
influen~e1 the subjects by ~aking them regard the experimental
section of the test (part 2) as relatively easy.
Some important limitations were evident· in the current
-investigation.

The results could not be made to apply to

othei goal setting instructions or to other·mojes of IKR.
Similiarly the <lemographic characteristics of the area in
question liMit the ~eneralizability of the stujy.
Test anxiety was 1ernonstrated to be an intervening
·variable of considerable importance (hypothesis 13).

The

subjects' measured anxiety scores were related to their test
performance (hypothesis 11).

While there was no evi~ence as to
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a cause an1 effect rel~tionship, the data di~ support the
importance of the construct,. test anxiety, as accounting for
variability among test scores.

The strength of test anxiety

as a construct was underlined by the fact that only a six
ite~ questionnaire, an abbreviated Saras~n Scale, was use1 to
1ivide the stu1ents into high and low anxiety classifications.
Other conf oun-iing factors ap·peare1 to work in conjunct ion
with test anxiety.

These included the time of year (the first

week of school) and the testing condition ( a nearly silent
room).

The.students were told that the test was to be used

for placement an·t that they were to remain silent.
ren ha1 the· entire period to comol~te the test.

The child-

Although

this was more time than recommended in the test instructions,
few of the stu1ents finishe1 before time was called.

Three

proctors maintained a strict vigil over eacq group of aDproximately 50 students.

The combination of factors (beginning.of

year+ rural stud~nts + placement instructitlns + strict silence
+ time pressure) may have pro:tuce,1 a psycho-situational climate

so -highly gearej to motivation that IKR and GS factors were
partially masked.

This conclusion was supnorte1 by anecjotal

comments from the proctots:

the. students appeared to be in-

tently concentrating on the test.

Of course, these are the

conditions frequently_ found in realistic testing situations,
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an1 it is of greater i~terest to 1etermine the influence (or
lack of influence) of IKR un1er such realistic conditions
rather un1~r construe1 labratory conditions.
Sex was not,found to be a significant factor on test
perlormanc~.

However, there was a tren1 .in1icating that the

boys made fewer errors vn the science test than the girls.
This teniency may have been 1ue to the particular sex related
characteristics of the subjects.

Perhaps the boys were more·

interested in t.he scientific questions, and more familiar with
the .terms used.
The fact that socioeconomic sta1;us (SES) was found to
relate to test score was not surprising (Rucinski, 1968);
children fr0m middle class families ~onsistently scored better
than their lower class p~ers.

It was also hypothesize:1 that

SES an1 test anxiety .ratings were related (hypothesis 12).
The resulting significant correlat.ion 0.17 (p ~ .005) was of
guesti0n~ble psychological importance.

Less than thr~e per-

cent of the varian.ce of the test anxiety scores was accounted
for by the subjects' social class.
The lack of the apparent functionality of the 1KR and
GS treatments was particularly interesting.

It suggested that

any further experiments in this area must consi1er the actual
impact of the indenen1ent variables.

Further, past inconsis-
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tencies in studies in this area may have resulted frora a
failure to deal with this issue.

Another question which was

raised related to the possible oower of the subject's mental
set and how item,by item feedback di1 little to change it.
Further research might 1eal with the relationship between
pretest score estimates, actual scores, .IKR conditions, and
post test estimates.
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Appendix 1
First Day of School Information

NAME---------------------------DATE OF B I R T H - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

------------------------

MALE OR FEMALE

-----------

DESCRIBE AS BEST YOU CAN YOUR MOTHER'S JOB

-----------

DESCRIBE AS BEST YOU CAN YOUR FATHER'S JOB
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Appendix 2

--------------

NAME

-----------

PERIOD

l. Do Y?U worry when the teacher says that she is going to ask you questions
to find out how much you know?

yes

no

In the following questions the word "test" is used.

What I mean by "test"

is any time the teacher asks you to do something to find out how much you
know or how much you have learned. It could be by your writing on paper, or by your
speaking aloud, or by your writing on the blackboard.

2. Do you worry a lot before you take a test?

Yes No

3. Do you w~r~y a lot while you are taking a test?

Yes

No

4. Do you worry a lot after you have taken a test about how well you did?

5 •. When the teacher says that she is going to give the class a test, do you

become afraid that you will qo poorly?

6.

Yes

No

When the teacher says that she is going to give the class a test, do you

get a nervous or funny feeling?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Appendix 3
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-------------

Name ·
1.

Do you min1 taking school tests?

no
1
2.

yes

4.

6.

7.

no

5

Please write how
•

There were five questions on ea~h page. Please circle the
number.of questions that you think you got right on each page.
3

2

4

5

When you took the test today, what did you aim for?
the best answer.
a.

I aimed to get a certain number right.

b.

I trie:1

c.

I didn't try.

mr

Circle

best.

Yester1ay you took Test 1 which was like this une. Do you
think Test 1 was easier or harder or about the same as the
te~t you took today?

. '

Test 1 harder

Both tests the same
2

3

4

5

Di:i using the little answer card helf' you or.hurt you on the
test torlay?
helped

no difference

hurt
1

5

4

3

There are forty (40) questions on this test.
many you think you got r:ight.

Test 1 easier
1

I didn't care

2

1

5.

yes

4

Did you mini taking this test?

1

3.

I don't care
3

2

2

3

4

5

Did.you feel more nervous iuring today's test or during
the test yesterday?
more nerv0us today
no difference
more ne.rvuus yester:iay
8.

1

2

3

4

5

